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MEANS TO MAINTAIN CONFIGURATION 
OF FLEXIBLE MEDICAL CONTAINER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to ?exible plastic containers, such 

as bags, pouches and bottles, for the containment and 
delivery of ?uids. More particularly the invention relates to 
?exible plastic containers for the containment and delivery 
of parenteral solutions including diagnostic contrast media, 
nutrients and drug formulations. 

2. Reported Developments 
Prior to the discovery and development of polymeric 

materials, parenteral liquids have been supplied to hospitals 
exclusively in glass bottles. The disadvantages of glass 
bottles, such as cost, shipping, storage and disposal, 
prompted the prior art to provide ?exible, steriliZable con 
tainers in the forms of bags and bottles for the containment 
and delivery of parenteral solutions, such as diagnostic 
contrast media, nutritional and drug formulations. Such 
containers typically comprise: a ?exible plastic sheet formed 
into a pouch, bag or bottle shape ?lled With a solution inside 
therein in a sterile environment; and one or more ports to ?ll 
and/or access the solution. Flexible tubing is also provided 
one end of Which is connectable to a port on the container, 
and the other end connectable to a syringe or catheter 
pre-inserted into the site of delivery on the patient. Control 
means are also usually included With the tubing, such as 
valves and clamps for initiating, controlling and terminating 
the ?oW of the liquid to the delivery site. The container, 
tubing and control means are sterile packaged ready for use. 

One of the requirements to be satis?ed in ?exible con 
tainers for delivering parenteral solutions to patients is that 
by their construction and design they deliver their total 
contents in a uniform, steady manner and Without retaining 
liquid drops on their Walls. By meeting such requirement the 
medical practitioner can determine the amount of parenteral 
solution delivered from the container to the patient. The 
prior art has addressed this requirement, as shoWn for 
example in US. Pat. No. 4,892,537, Which discloses a bag 
having substantially parallel major sides or edges and con 
verging minor sides Which meet at a point forming an obtuse 
angle of at least 110°. The converging edges are designed to 
guide the ?lled bag contents in a substantially unobstructed 
manner in a funnel-like fashion to an exit port. 

US. Pat. No. 4,088,166 also addresses the problem of 
incomplete and non-uniform collapse of parenteral solution 
containers. The incomplete collapse is attributed to the 
stiffness of the thin-Walled polypropylene container Which 
tends to resist collapse to such a degree that the moderate 
suction pressure exerted on the container by Weight of the 
parenteral solution is insuf?cient to cause its complete 
collapse. The non-uniform collapse, on the other hand, is 
attributed to the observed facts that on some occasions, the 
bags collapse along the long axis of their cross section, While 
on other occasions they tend to collapse along both the short 
axis of the cross-section as Well as the long axis. As a result, 
the medical practitioners cannot determine exactly hoW 
much parenteral solution has been delivered out from the 
container. In order to solve the problem of incomplete and 
non-uniform delivery, the patentee incorporates gusset por 
tions in the body portion of the container adjacent the 
shoulder portion. The gusset portions include lines of ?exing 
Weakness to facilitate the collapse of the container adjacent 
the shoulder portion as the contents thereof are WithdraWn. 
The gussets said to facilitate both the lateral and longitudinal 
collapse of the container as it is emptied. 
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2 
Medical practitioners have also observed ?uid “hold up”, 

i.e., When drops of parenteral solutions tend to remain on the 
internal Walls of the ?exible container as the solution is 
being delivered to the site of administration. The moderate 
suction pressure exerted on the Walls of the container is 
insufficient to overcome the force existing betWeen the drops 
of liquid and the Walls of the container. Often, as the 
container is being drained, the emptied portion of the 
parallel Walls adhere to each other further trapping drops of 
the liquid. As a consequence, the prescribed amount of 
parenteral solution is not delivered to the patient. Such 
delivery, especially in traumatic circumstances Where a 
precise amount of a drug must be delivered into the patient, 
can make the difference betWeen life and death of the 
patient. 

The present invention addresses the problems associated 
With the lack of complete delivery of content, such as 
incomplete and non-uniform collapse of the container during 
administration of the parenteral solution, and hold up of 
drops of the solution on the Walls of the container. The 
present invention provides means by Which the parallel 
Walls of the container are spaced apart from each other by 
having at least one elongated oval shaped reinforcing means, 
containing ribs therein, incorporated in the container. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is directed to a ?exible, unitary 
plastic container, such as a bag, pouch or bottle, for the 
containment and delivery of parenteral solutions, such as 
diagnostic contrast media, nutrients and drug formulations 
to a patient in need of such parenteral solutions. 
The ?exible plastic container may be of any 

con?guration, such as, square, rectangular, round, oval, 
hexagonal or octagonal. Typically, it is a generally rectan 
gular con?guration Which Will be described hereunder. 
The container comprises: 
a) ?rst and second ?exible plastic sheets having a gener 

ally rectangular con?guration superimposed and sealed 
together at their periphery to form a pouch de?ning an 
interior, said pouch having a top and a bottom portion; 
said bottom portion terminates in a ?rst angle and a 
second angle of from about 5° to about 45°, preferably 
of from about 10° to about 30°, and most preferable 
from 10° to 20° from the center of said bottom portion 
and relative to a horiZontal plane crossing the center of 
said bottom portion to direct and facilitate the ?oW of 
content of the solution contained in the pouch toWards 
an access port; 

b) an access member integral With said pouch located at 
the center of the bottom portion of said pouch for 
alloWing ?lling of the container With a parenteral 
solution and access thereto for its delivery, said access 
member comprising: 
1) an access port located beloW the bottom portion of 

said pouch Where said ?rst angle and said second 
angle meet; and 

2) a ?exible tubing one end of Which is integral With 
said access port and the other end of Which is 
removably covered With a cap; said ?exible tubing 
may be equipped With a one Way luer slip lock 
assembly With a vent for controlling the delivery of 
the parenteral solution from the container; and 

c) an oval shaped reinforcing means containing ribs 
therein positioned horiZontally in the pouch, preferably 
at the center thereof. 

The one-Way luer slip stopcock assembly With vent may 
be positioned at the open end just beloW the removable cap, 
or it may be positioned next to and adjacent to the port. 
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Preferably the top portion at the periphery of the container 
comprises at least one hole for suspending the container 
When it is in use for delivering the content thereof to the 
delivery site. 

Additional features and advantages of the present inven 
tion Will be apparent from the draWings and of the detailed 
description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a plan vieW of the ?exible container in accor 
dance With the present invention shoWing an access member 
or port Which serves for both ?ling the container and for 
delivering its content; and 

FIG. 2 is a cross-section shoWing a reinforcing means, 
containing ribs therein, taken along the line 2—2 of FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

It Was surprisingly discovered that if the inside Wall of the 
?rst sheet and the second sheet forming the container 10 is 
kept apart from each other, ?uid hold up in the form of drops 
adhering to the inside Walls can be reduced or eliminated. 

The present invention provides a ?exible plastic 
container, in the shape of a bag or pouch, for the containment 
and delivery of diagnostic contrast media, nutrients and drug 
formulations. In the draWings Where the reference character 
10 in FIG. 1 indicates the container Which, in a preferred 
embodiment, is a pouch-like device, comprising tWo super 
imposed sheets of suitable length and Width made of ?exible 
or pliable materials, such as polymeric materials including 
polyethylene, polypropylene, and preferably thermoplastic 
materials. The superimposed sheets forming the pouch-like 
container are preferably made of transparent materials so as 
to alloW observation of the amount of its content prior to and 
subsequent to the ?ing steriliZation operation and delivery 
thereof to the patient. Each of the superimposed transparent 
sheets is preferably formed of multilayers of laminated thin 
?lms at least one of Which constitutes a barrier Which is 
impervious to atmospheric gases, moisture and bacteria. The 
superimposed sheets are preferably mono or multilayer ?at 
Welded to each other so as to form the pouch Whose volume 
is Zero before it is ?lled With a parenteral solution. When the 
pouch is ?lled or partially ?lled, it assumes the shape of a 
small cushion. The superimposed sheets are joined together 
along marginal areas 28 and 30 as shoWn in FIG. 1. 

Reference is noW being made to the parts of the ?exible 
container of the present invention using reference charac 
ters. 

FIG. 1 shoWs the ?exible container 10 sealed around its 
periphery 28 and 30 forming a reservoir or pouch for the 
containment of diagnostic contrast media, nutrients and drug 
formulations. The container has a top portion 12 and a 
bottom portion 14. Top portion 12 comprises marginal areas 
34 and 26 sealed around their periphery and hole 16 at the 
center thereof for suspending the container When it is in use 
for delivering its content 40 to a delivery site. 

The bottom portion 14 of container 10, de?ned by seal 
areas 44 and 42, terminates in ?rst angle and second angle 
from the center thereof and relative to a horiZontal plane 
crossing the center to direct and facilitate the ?oW of content 
contained in the container toWards an access port. First and 
second angles are of from about 5° to about 45°, preferably 
from 10° to 30° and most preferably form 10 to 20°. 
An access member or port 18 located at the center of the 

bottom portion of container 10 is sealed betWeen the ?rst 
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4 
sheet and second sheet of the container comprising a top, 
liquid-contacting portion and a bottom portion to Which a 
?exible tubing, i.e., intravenous (IV) line may be ?xedly 
attached by heat sealing or by any other means. Access 
member or port 18 serves for both the ?ling and for the 
delivery of the parenteral liquid. It is important that top 
portion of access member 18 is located beloW a horiZontal 
plane crossing the center seal areas 44 and 42 so that all the 
liquid content of the container can be drained into ?exible 
tubing of an IV line. 

The bottom portion 14 further comprises marginal areas 
20, 22, 30, 32 and 38 sealed around their periphery. These 
areas serve as reinforcements of the bottom portion 14. 

A generally oval shaped reinforcing member or disc 50 is 
located inside the reservoir 40 approximately at the center 
thereof and attached by heat sealing or by other means to the 
inside Wall of the reservoir as shoWn by seal lines 54 and 52 
in FIG. 2. 

Reinforcing member 50 is constructed from rigid poly 
meric material and comprises an oval shaped diskette nar 
roWing at 56 and 58 toWards the periphery 28 and 30, 
respectively, of reservoir 40; and ribs 60 , 62 and 64 
spanning the oval shaped diskette to insure that the oval 
shape of the diskette Will not be deformed by the Weight of 
the content of the reservoir. Ribs 60, 62 and 64 are spaced 
apart and along With the diskette de?ne openings or holes 
alloWing the liquid content to move freely toWards the 
access member or port 18. While FIG. 2 shoWs three ribs 60, 
62 and 64, it is to be noted that more than three ribs may be 
used to reinforce the diskette. Alternatively, if the diskette is 
suf?ciently rigid to maintain its oval shape under the Weight 
of the content of the reservoir, the diskette may be Without 
the reinforcing ribs. It is also to be noted that more than one 
diskette maybe used to keep the inside Walls of the reservoir 
apart from each other so that no liquid droplets Will be 
trapped betWeen the Walls When the content is being deliv 
ered. 

Materials Of Construction 

The ?exible container of the present invention is made of 
knoWn polymeric materials having properties Which make 
them suitable for sterile delivery of parenteral liquids. The 
sheets for forming the Walls of the container are monolayer, 
preferably multilayer, sheets and characteriZed by heat 
resistance, gloss, strength, ?exibility, and chemical inert 
ness. Preferably the sheets are transparent or at least trans 
lucent enabling visual inspection of the contents at all times 
during delivery of content from the container to the patient. 
The container must be steriliZable by dry heat, steam heat, 
irradiation (gamma), along With its content. At least one 
layer of the sheet provides a barrier to atmospheric gases and 
to steam. Preferably, the internal surface of the pouch in 
contact With the parenteral solution should be impervious to 
gases and steam The interior layer in contact With the 
parenteral solution must not contain any toxic agents or even 
plasticiZers Which could leach out and contaminate the 
solution. The sheet may be made, for example, from poly 
vinyl chloride sandWiched betWeen tWo polyethylene or 
polyvinylacetate layers. The polyvinyl chloride constitutes 
the impervious barrier. Further layers may be added to the 
face or back of the sheet, if desired, such as a polyole?n, 
preferably, polyethylene. Polyvinyl chloride is also suitable 
for the construction of the sheet and is Well-accepted by the 
prior art for use in containers for medical ?uid collection and 
delivery. Typical properties of polyvinyl chloride ?lms 
include: a thickness of about 380 micron; a tensile strength 
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of about 240 kg/cm2; a moisture vapor transmission rate of 
about 14—20 (g/mZ/day at 38° C., 100% RH); and an oxygen 
barrier of 650 (cc/mZ/day at 23° C., 0% RH, bar. CRYO 
VAC® steriliZable medical ?lms (W.R. Grace and Co.) are 
especially suitable to construct the sheets used in the present 
invention. The ?lms may comprise a polyethylene layer 
sandwiched betWeen polyester outer layers sealed together 
by a modi?ed propylene copolymer. Typical properties of 
the ?lm include: a thickness of about 190 micron; a tensile 
strength of about 250 kg/cm2; a moisture vapor transmission 
rate of 5 (g/mZ/day at 38° C., 100% RH); and an oxygen 
barrier of about 1500 (cc/mZ/day at 23° C., 0% RH, bar). 

Other preferred polymeric ?lms or sheets for constructing 
the ?exible container of the present invention include: 
copolyester ether monolayer or multilayer ?lms, manufac 
tured from such as polycyclohexanedimethylcyclohexane 
dicarboxylate elastomer made by Eastman Chem. Co.; and 
ethyl vinyl acetate made by Stedim, Inc. It is important that 
the ?uid contacting layer of the multilayer sheet contain no 
plasticiZer Which may contaminate the ?uid content of the 
container. Preferably, no plasticiZer should be used at all on 
any of the multilayers to form a ?exible container of the 
present invention. 

Access member or port as Well as the oval shaped 
reinforcing disc and ribs may be made of polyvinyl chloride 
Which are sold commercially for use in medical devices. 
Other materials may also be used, such as CRYOVAC® Port 
Tubing (W.R. Grace & Co Which comprise three concentric 
layers of polymeric materials: a polyole?n layer is sand 
Wiched betWeen an outer layer of modi?ed propylene 
copolymer and an inner layer of ethylene vinyl acetate or 
polyvinyl chloride. 

Process of Making the Container 

The ?exible plastic container in the form of a bag, pouch 
or bottle is made of tWo rectangular sheets of polymeric 
materials ?at Welded together on four sides so as to de?ne 
betWeen the tWo sheets and the four Welded sides a reservoir. 
The container typically has an internal volume capacity of 
from about 50 to about 1,000 ml When it is ?lled With a 
medical ?uid, such as a parenteral solution. The access 
member or port 18 is sealed by the same Welding process 
used to seal the tWo superimposed layers of sheets together 
at the bottom center of the container 10. 

Chronologically the process of making the container 
comprises the steps of: 

a) pre-making the desired siZe of the reinforcing disc With 
or Without the ribs by a method knoWn in the art, such 
as bloW molding; 

b) cutting the desired siZe of rectangular sheets; 
c) heat Welding the reinforcing disc to one of the rectan 

gular sheets folloWed by heat Welding the other rect 
angular sheet to the disc; and 

d) Welding together the rectangular sheets on four sides 
and simultaneously Welding the access member or port 
into the bottom center portion of the container. Upon 
completion of the Welding process the container is 
?lled With the desired medical ?uid and capped. 

Alternatively, the container may be sealed by heat Weld 
ing at its four edges except at its bottom center portion and 
?lled With the desired medical ?uid prior to sealing access 
member or port betWeen the superimposed sheets. With 
either process, the container of the present invention, When 
?lled With the desired medical ?uid, provides for instant 
delivery requiring no assembly of the container and access 
member. 

In the process of delivering the medical ?uid to a patient, 
the container 10 is suspended via hole 16, the cap is removed 
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6 
and an IV line or tubing is engaged to access member 18. In 
the IV line one Way luer slip stopcock assembly is turned to 
open position thereby starting the ?oW of medical ?uid from 
the container through the tubing to the site of delivery on the 
patient. If discontinuation of ?uid ?oW is desired, the 
one-Way luer stopcock assembly is turned to the stop posi 
tion. 

In laboratory experiments the ?lled container of the 
present invention Was found to deliver its content at a steady 
rate Without collapse of the Walls and Without hold up of 
droplets on the inside of the Walls. 

Various modi?cations of the present invention disclosed 
Will become apparent. This invention is intended to include 
such modi?cations to be limited only by the scope of the 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A unitary, ?exible container made of a polymeric 

material for the containment and delivery of medical ?uids 
comprising: 

a) ?rst and second polymeric sheets superimposed and 
sealed together at their periphery de?ning an interior 
reservoir, said container having a top portion, a mid 
portion and a bottom portion; 

said bottom portion terminates in a ?rst angle and a second 
angle of from about 5° to about 45° each from the center 
thereof and relative to a horiZontal plane crossing the center 
of said bottom portion; 

b) an access member integral With said container located 
at the center of said bottom portion alloWing ?lling of 
the container With a medical ?uid and access thereto for 
delivery to a patient; and 

c) at least one oval shaped rigid reinforcing disc posi 
tioned in said mid portion of the interior reservoir. 

2. The unitary, ?exible container of claim 1 Wherein said 
rigid reinforcing disc contains at least one rigid rib therein. 

3. The unitary, ?exible container of claim 1 Wherein said 
polymeric sheets sealed together at their periphery are of 
rectangular con?guration. 

4. The unitary, ?exible container of claim 1 Wherein said 
bottom portion terminates in the ?rst and the second angle 
of from about 10° to about 30° each from the center thereof 
and relative to the horiZontal plane crossing the center of 
said bottom portion. 

5. The unitary, ?exible container of claim 1 Wherein said 
bottom portion terminates in the ?rst and the second angle 
of from about 10° to about 20° each from the center thereof 
and relative to the horiZontal plane crossing the center of 
said bottom portion. 

6. The unitary, ?exible container of claim 1 Wherein said 
container further comprises at its top portion a heat Welded 
periphery housing a hole therein for suspending said con 
tainer during the delivery process. 

7. The unitary, ?exible container of claim 1 Wherein said 
?rst and second polymeric sheets are made of polyvi 
nylidene chloride sandWiched betWeen tWo layers of poly 
ethylene or polyvinylacetate. 

8. The unitary, ?exible container of claim 1 Wherein said 
?rst and second polymeric sheets are made of polyvinyl 
chloride. 

9. The unitary, ?exible container of claim 1 Wherein said 
?rst and second polymeric sheets are made of a polyethylene 
layer sandWiched betWeen polyester outer layers sealed 
together by a propylene copolymer. 

10. The unitary, ?exible container of claim 1 Wherein said 
?rst and second polymeric sheets are made of polycyclo 
hexanedimethylcyclohexane dicarboxylate. 

11. The unitary, ?exible container of claim 1 Wherein said 
?rst and second polymeric sheets are made of ethyl vinyl 
acetate. 


